
Mohammad Ranjbar
Passionate Frontend Developer with 4+ years of experience in Vue, React,
Nuxtjs, Next Js and Typescript.
I love buildingmaintainable and large scale applications with new
technologies and frameworks.
Also I love to teachmy knowledge to others and help them grow in market
that's why I have some free courses at Toplearn Website

Azadi innovation factory,
Tehran, Iran
(+98) 936 301 3915

Email Github
Website Linkedin

EXPERIENCE

AI HomeDesign, Ontario, Canada — Frontend Developer
1.5 year(s)

Created a Professional Dashboard using Nuxtjs, TailwindCSS and
Typescript, with a socket connection with AI engines and backend, also
used I18N module and a CMS panel to handle Contents Dynamically with
multi-lingual and micro-frontend features.

Revivoto, Toronto, Canada — Frontend Developer
1.5 year(s)

Used websocket to have real-time connections with our AI engine to
renovate housed based on customer needs using PusherJs

Trader4, London, England — Frontend Developer
1 year

Had a brilliant experience with a professional team in a fully open source
community, at trader4 we created multiple open source projects and
packages

MegaPay, Tehran, Iran — Frontend Developer
6 months

Created a Fully Functional and Dynamic CMS with the power of Vue and
Nuxtjs with Vuetify Components

PROJECTS

TypeMate — type safe javascript utility helper
Typemate is a lightweight utility helper such as lodash that helps you
create your next great application

Briofy — Open Source Micro Frontend Layer
open source Layer using Nuxt and Typescript that to use in di�erent
frontend application with di�erent use case

SKILLS

 Vuejs, Reactjs, Nuxt, Nextjs,
TailwindCSS, StyleX,
Typescript, Vite, Unit Testing,
Vuetify, MUI, ShadCN,
webpack, GIT. websockets,
Pusher, micro-frontend

LANGUAGES

Persian, English

https://toplearn.com/masters/mranjbar1
tel:00989363013915
mailto:amomammadw@gmail.com
https://github.com/amomammadw
https://mohammad-ranjbar.vercel.app
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mohammad-ranjbar-15408518b/


Werify — Open Source NPM package
Created a NPM package with pure Typescript and unit testing with Vite
that handles authentication for users

COURSES I CREATED

Vuejs 3 & Typescript — Toplearn.com - finished
Created a vuejs 3 and typescript course for new developers and those who
want to elevate their skills in vuejs

Vuejs 3 & Typescript todo app — Toplearn.com - in progress
Creating a vuejs 3 todo app using typescript course to leverage vue skills
for those who want to get their skills in a real life project


